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A data centre is a concentration of data pro-
cessing, storage, and communications equip-
ment that serves many users, and that is
managed within a secure and professional
environment. The processing equipment may
be one large computer shared between many
users, or it may be several smaller computers
each dedicated to a specific group of users. Data
centres have evolved from the computer rooms
of 15 years ago. The change in namehas turn-
ed out to be more appropriate than perhaps was
first envisaged because, today, the planning
and management of data centres is dominated
by the space and environmental requirements
of data-storage devices, rather than by the
computers.
Before commencing the research for this report
we asked Foundation membersabouttheir data
centre planning concerns. The main ones
were:

♥ The likely trends in the performance and
space requirements for data-storage devices
andprocessors.

♥ The impact of distributed computing on the
corporate data centre.

♥ The trend towards unmanneddatacentres.
♥ The security measures that could be taken to

protect the data centre premises and the
equipmentand data housedin them.

Security was of greater concern to those organ-
isations that would be particularly vulnerable
to the loss of their computer resource because of
the nature of their business applications,
and/or becauseofpossible terrorist attacks.
Corporate data centres require substantial in-
vestment both in the building space they occupy
and in their specialised requirements for air
conditioning and power supplies. Increasing
dependence on information systems has also
emphasised the need for security of the prem-
ises, and for protection from hazards such as
fire or sabotage. Hence planning a new data
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Chapter 1
Purpose and contents ofthe report

centre is a significant exercise in which there
are substantial risks to be counterbalanced.
For example:
♥ The risk of not providing enough space to

allow for additional equipment to be in-
stalled in the data centre, so that it is
prematurely full and cannot cope with the
demandsof the business, compared with the
risk of providing too much space, so that the
data centre premises cost more than they
needto.

♥ Therisk of overinvesting in security and en-
vironmental safeguards, compared with the
risk of consequent financial loss to the
organisation, if the safeguards are inad-
equate.

Furthermore, the environmental requirements
of the data centre are complex and involve
more than straightforward air conditioning.
In particular, air filtration can be a problem. A
failure to use the most up-to-date expertise can
result in severe (and apparently random) equip-
ment failures. (This particular aspect of data
centre planning is discussed more fully on
page 16.)
This report has been prepared to provide
guidance in planning a new data centre. It is
written primarily from the point of view of an
organisation that can build a new data centre
on a greenfield site. However, most of the re-
search results and advice we give can readily
be adapted for situations where existing centres
are being extendedor refurbished.
The remaining chapters of the report address
the following questions:
♥ Whatis the future of corporate data centres?

Will they continue to exist at all, bearing in
mind the trend towards distributed com-
puting? If they do havea future, how will
their role change and what equipment will
they contain?

♥ What are the critical factors for planning
the future data centre? What will determine
the space required? What needs to be

 

 



Chapter 1 Purpose and contents of the report

considered in planning the environment
within the centre, and how should security be
provided?

♥ How should a data centre be planned? What
is the best approach to coping with the un-
certainty offuture needs?

RESEARCHFORTHIS REPORT
In attempting to answer the above questions we
have drawn on the experiences of data centre
managers, of the suppliers of equipment usedin data centres, and of experts concerned withdesigning datacentres.
Following a thorough review of the availableliterature on data centre planning, a question-naire survey was carried out of organisationsknown to have at least one large data centre.The purpose of the questionnaire was to askabout recent growth trends and future plans interms of equipment installed and floor spaceoccupied. Fifty-six replies were received fromorganisationsin eight countries.
Finally, interviews were conducted with select-ed systems managers and with representativesof equipment suppliers. The purpose of the in-terviews with systems managers was to obtain

detailed information about the practical app-
roaches to data centre planning. (The results of
some of these interviews are included as casehistories in Appendix 1.) The supplier inter-views provided useful information about techno-logical trends affecting the equipment most
commonly foundin corporate data centres.

RESEARCHTEAM
The research for this report was carried out inthe second half of 1986 and early 1987 by TonyManley and Jim O'Connor. Tonyis a principalconsultant with Butler Cox. He has more than25 years experience in the information tech-nology industry and specialises in the develop-ment of computer policy and strategy, and theapplication of computers to business needs.Jim O'Connor is Butler Cox's director of sys-tems consultancy and was formerly director ofthe UK Foundation. His background includessenior systems management positions inEurope and the United States, and he is theauthoroftwo previous Foundation Reports.
In conducting the research for this report, theydrew on their own consulting experiences, andthose ofother Butler Coxspecialists.
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One of the concerns expressed by some
Foundation Members was that corporate data
centres might be made obsolete by the trend to-
ward distributed processing and distributed
databases. A new centre could becomea ☁white
elephant☂ - a memorial to a wasted investment
in time and money if the need to concentrate
computer equipment in one location disap-
pears.
As a result of our research, we believe that,
despite the growth of distributed processing, the
corporate data centre does have a continuing
role. However the role of the data centre is
changing, with resultant implications for its
contents and staffing requirements.

CENTRALISED COMPUTING HAS A
CONTINUING ROLE
At first sight, the least expensive way of
installing a large amount of computing power
is to install several smaller computers. (The
cost of 20 microcomputers, each of 1 mips,is sig-
nificantly less than a 20-mips mainframe, for
example.) However, from our discussions with
senior systems managers from a wide variety
of organisations that have corporate data
centres, we concluded that, although some
medium-sized data centres may be replaced by
distributed systems or by microcomputingfacil-
ities, large corporate data centres will continue
to expand in the medium to long term. Indeed,
it appears that the growth of distributed com-
puting and the proliferation of microcomputers
in larger organisations is causing a parallel,
albeit smaller, increase in the demand for
central data centre facilities. Evidence for the
continuing growth of data centres can be seen
in Figure 2.1, which showsthe projected value
of shipments of computer systems in the United
States until 1990, by class of configuration. The
most important aspects of these projections are
as follows:
♥ There is 30 per cent overall growth in the

annual value of all computer system classes
from 1986 to 1990.
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Chapter 2
Future ofthe data centre

♥ While the greater part of this growth (40 per
cent) is computers that would normally be
classified as distributed or personal, there is
still expected to be 20 per cent growth in the
annual value of systems usually installed
in data centres (top-end minicomputers and
large mainframes).

There are many applications-related and or-
ganisational reasons for the continued de-
mand for central computer facilities and
therefore the corporate data centres that house
them. The most important of them are dis-
cussed below.
APPLICATIONS-RELATED REASONS

Many data processing applications, by their
very nature, will always require centrally
located processing facilities. Organisations
 

Figure 2.1 US business computer systems forecast
hipment value)orcas   
 

 
 



Chapter 2 Future of the data centre

such as airlines, banks, and insurance com-
panies will probably continue to require fast-
response access to large databases, and large
organisations in many other industries will
continue to have similar requirements. Large
centralised systems can support much larger
data-storage systems than small computers.
Data files could be divided, but the software
problems have not yet been solved, and the prob-
lems of controlling distributed databases are
substantial. Although some minicomputer
manufacturers now claim to have effective dis-
tributed database software, the experiences ofmany large organisations have shown that themost cost-effective and least risky method ofproviding access to large databases is stillthrough the useofa centralised system. Despite
the claims of the minicomputer manufacturers,it is still difficult to keep the components of adistributed database in step with each other.
Another applications-related reason for acontinuing demand for central computingfacilities arises from the growth of personalcomputing. There are many instances wherepersonal computing facilities have led directlyor indirectly to an increased workload at thecentral data centre. For example, many organ-isations have found it necessary to create aseparate enquiry database in addition to theexisting operational database. The enquirydatabase is used to provide ad hoc access to thedata. And many organisations have providedfacilities to allow subsets of data selected froma central corporate database to be downloadedfrom the mainframe to local workstations. Inboth of these examples, extra central resourcesfor processing and/or storage and/or communi-cations are required in addition to the resour-ces at the personal computing location.

The inertia of the established systems base isalso a significant reason for the continuingexistence of corporate data centres. Approxi-mately 60 per cent of the total computing powerin the average data centre is used for routineproduction work. Often, half of the routineworkload arises from applications that wereoriginally implemented between five and tenyears ago. Although most, if not all, of theseapplications will have been enhanced signifi-cantly (and the volume of transactions beingprocessed by them will have increased signifi-cantly), they are still being operated in muchthe same way as they were when they wereoriginally developed. The inevitable result isthat changes in data centre operations arealways constrained by the operational needs ofthe existing systems, and the high cost ofconversion.

 

There is yet another applications-relatedreason for believing that the corporate datacentre will continue to exist. The very fact thatcentralised facilities already exist means thatit is much easier to develop new applications touse these facilities. A new distributed comput-ing environment will not be introduced specifi-cally for small applications. Thus the exist-ence of the data centre tends to be selfperpetuating.
ORGANISATIONAL REASONS

In the past, changes in organisation structureor the relocation of significant numbers ofusers often meant that a data centre was closeddownor relocated. Today, this does not happenso readily because most users (including de-velopment staff) are now linked to the datacentre facilities through communications net-works. As a consequence, there is now no needfor a data centre to be located with the majorityof the user community. Thus, organisationalchanges or staff relocations are now less likelyto lead to the closureofa data centre.
Another organisational reason for the continu-ing existence of data centres concerns thescarcity of skilled senior operations and tech-nical support staff. The shortage ofskilled staffmeans that they are expensive to employ. Ittherefore makes sense to concentrate the avail-able skills at a central location, rather than tospread them thinly throughout the organis-ation. Moreover, a large, professionally rundata centre staffed by high-quality personnelmakes it easier to attract technical experts andprovide them with work that is challenging andstimulating. Furthermore, it is possible toprovide better opportunities for staff develop-mentand career progression.
An additional organisational reason for thecontinuing role of the corporate data centrearises from the reluctance of some userdepartments to take on the responsibility forrunning their own computers. Some depart-ments fight hard to control their own localcomputing facilities. Others have the respons-ibility thrust upon them as a result of a seniormanagement decision. Our research discover-ed instances where departments had eitheraccepted the responsibility for a period of timebefore asking to be relieved of it, or had refusedto accept the responsibility after they hadreviewed the costs and problems that would beincurred. In both cases, the responsibility forproviding and running the computing re-sources remainedwiththe central data centre.
We also☂ encountered

_

situations wheredistributed minicomputers had been installed
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at local sites, but had subsequently been moved
to the central data processing facility in order
to improvereliability or security, or to gain the
advantages of scale provided by an established
operating environment (see, for example, the
clearing bank case history on page 26). This
situation had arisen particularly where the
decentralised facilities had grown to the point
wherefull-time operating staffwere needed.
On the other hand, the decentralisation of com-
puting facilities has sometimes led to the
creation of substantial new data centres.
Initially, the decentralised computer facilities
were not very significant, but, over time, they
have often evolved into full-scale data centres
in their own right. In someorganisations, the
individual divisional data centres have be-
come as large as the original central data
centre.

THE ROLE OF THE DATA CENTREIS
CHANGING
Webelieve the role of the corporate data centre
is changing fundamentally because the empha-
sis of the work performed in the centre is
changing. Increasingly, it will be focused on
operations rather than development, and on
managing data storage and communications
rather than processing applications and mind-
ing peripherals.
MORE OF A DATA UTILITY

The traditional role of the typical corporate data
centre was to process a predictable workload. A
predictable volume of input was processed
sequentially by a well-defined process to pro-
duce printed outputs or screens of information.
Until recently, the data centre's workload was
largely self contained, with every processing
step being carefully controlled by the operations
staff. This was particularly true for batch-
processing systems, but also still applies to
many online systems, which continue to use
batch-updating procedures. Today, however,
an increasing proportion of the data centre's
role is to provide online ad hoc enquiry
services. Also, the increasing number of on-
line systems in a typical data centre means
that significant amounts of data and applic-
ations processing are located outside the data
centre in the user community. As a conse-
quence the use of the data is no longer always
controlled from within the data centre. For
example, the use of data stored in local files
will be controlled by the users. Thus, users will
decide whether (and when) this type of data is
transmitted to a central data centre for archiv-
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ing or for control purposes, and they will decide
whether the data can be madeavailable to other
users.
The result of these changes is that the data
centre has to provide adequate computing
resources to meet an increasingly unpredict-
able workload. The data centre planner has
therefore to balance the cost of providing
excessive capacity against the risk of not being
able to meet exceptional peak demands. Inthis
respect, the provision of computing facilities in
a data centre is analogous to the provision of
generating capacity by a national electricity
supply company. The analogy can be extended
further by considering the role of an electricity
supply company in constructing and maintain-
ing the distribution network, and in promoting
the use of electricity. Data centres will in-
creasingly play an analogous role in the
distribution and use of data throughout the
organisation.
In Foundation Report 50 (Unlocking the
Corporate Data Resource) we identified two
different types of data: authenticated data,
which is vital to the organisation, and is
usually controlled and validated by a data
administration function and is made avail-
able via a carefully managed database; and
unauthenticated data, which is relevant only to
local needs, and is not centrally controlled. It
is clear from our research that the volume of
both types of data will grow dramatically. In
particular, new classes of applications with
extensive storage requirements both for auth-
enticated and unauthenticated data are now
being developed to satisfy increasingly com-
plex user needs. Although much of the proces-
sing for future applications may be distributed,
the corporate authenticated databases will
continue to be managed and maintained
centrally because they are the essential life-
blood ofthe organisation.
LESS RESPONSIBILITY FOR DATA ENTRY

The widespread adoption of online systems has
meant that the need for a central data-entry
department has all but disappeared. In most
organisations, data entry via visual display
terminals is now the responsibility of user
departments.
Other forms of data-entry technology, such as
document reading, are also increasingly being
installed in the user community. Many of the
organisations that participated in our research
told us they expected to make greater use of
document scanners to meet the growing
demand for capturing text and image
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information, particularly from documents orig-
inating outside the organisation. The rate at
which document scanners can input pages of
text or images is expected to double in the nextfive years.
MORE RESPONSIBILITY FORCOMMUNICATIONS

In Foundation Report 54 (Integrated Networks)we highlighted the developments that, event-ually, will lead to integrated voice/datanetworks becoming commonplace. Initially,the trend towards integrated networks will beseen in corporate wide-area networks, spurredon by the emerging ISDN services that will beoffered by the PTTs. We believe that in someorganisations the responsibility for managingthe integrated wide-area network will fall onthe systems department, and that the networkmanagement role will be located in one of thecorporate data centres. Other organisationswill choose to continue to operate discrete datanetworks, and these too will be managed from acorporate data centre. In either case, the cor-porate information network will become moreimportant, and its management will be a keyresponsibility ofthe data centre manager.
Even where separate voice and data networksare maintained, there is a case for housing thePABX in the corporate data centre. As thenumber of terminals connected to the datacentre increases and approaches one perofficeworker, it will be necessary for cables to runfrom the data centre to every desk. This, ofcourse, mirrors the wiring requirements forthe PABX, and it might make sense to use thesame cable ducts for telephone wiring and thedata network.
One example of the growing importance ofnetworking is the increasing use of electronicmail by many organisations. The data centrewill usually house and control the computerhardware used as the message-switchingcentre. Thus the data centre will need to installadditional storage, processing, and com-munications equipment to handle the flow ofinformation through the electronic mailnetwork.
LESS RESPONSIBILITY FOR APPLICATIONS
PROCESSING

In most large organisations, a growing pro-portion of the total processing power is beingplaced in the user community through theincreasing use of personal computers anddepartmental minicomputers. Currently, thebulk of the applications software in the usercommunity supports either an individual or a

ael
specific departmental processing need mainlyword processing, spreadsheets, and_ personaljob aids. However, an increasing amount ofmainstream applications software is beingdeveloped to run on processors located in theuser community, not on the central main-frame. This is particularly true for transaction-validation processing and for applications thatallow users to access data from a copy of thecorporate databases and then manipulateit.
In the long term,the shift to the user communityof the computing power required for manipul-ating data will reduce the requirement forcentral processor power to perform the analy-tical aspects of most applications. However,this reduction will occur very gradually andwill, in the end, be more than compensated forby an increase in workload associated withcentralised database management systems asthe central mainframe takes on moreofa file-server role. The net result will be an increasedrequirement for mainframe processing powerand data storagein the typical data centre.
LESS RESPONSIBILITY FOR PRINTED OUTPUT
For some time now there has been a trend toremove the preparation of printed output fromthe computer room andplace it ina specialisedarea. More recently, with the introduction ofsmall, inexpensive laser printers, there hasbeen a trend to remove the preparation ofprinted output from the data centre altogetherand place it in the user community. As a result,the needs for manual paper handling andstationery storage in the data centre arebecomingless.
For example, one organisation known to us isplacing with the user community the responsi-bility for selecting and formatting the data forprinted reports. Instead of writing and run-ning programs to print reports, this organ-isation extracts the data fields that will berequired to produce the reports and dumps thedata onto a floppy disc in a format compatiblewith well-known microcomputer software pack-ages (Lotus 1-2-3 and so on). (When definingthe extract, data fields not required immedi-ately, but which might be requiredin the future,are also included.) Users then manipulate thedata on their own personal computers, selectingthe required data, sorting it, formatting it, andprinting the reports locally. The advantage ofthis approach is that the user gets exactly whatis required without any involvement fromsystems developmentstaff.
In some organisations, the need for printedoutput could be reduced even further assynthesised-voice-output technology develops.We foresee voice-synthesis becoming a stan-dard component of applications that access
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corporate databases, particularly where the
user may not have ready access to a screen or
printer. Situations where synthesised voice
response might be valuable would include
enquiries by field sales or maintenance staff,
or enquiries from remote constructionsites.
MORE OF A CORE SERVICE TO THE
ORGANISATION'S OPERATIONS

In summary, we foresee the data centre increas-
ingly becoming both the central store of the data
common to different areas of the business, and
the organisation's communications centre. It
will be the home of the technical infrastructure
that supports the information and communi-
cation needs of the organisation. As such, it
will fulfil a vital role in keeping the business
going. Other activities previously housed in the
data centre (such as data entry, system
development, and operating peripherals) will
increasingly be carried out at separate
locations, some of which will be in the user
community. The changing balance of the
responsibilities of the data centre and the user
community are shown in Figure2.2.
In addition, the corporate data centre may also
become the homeof smaller computers that user
departments do not want to manage them-
selves.

EQUIPMENT WILL BE CHANGED MORE
FREQUENTLY
The equipmentinstalled in large data centres
is almost continually being changed, partly as
new models become available but mainly to
accommodate new applications or extensions to
existing ones. We believe that, increasingly,
data centre equipment will also be changed
because it will be perceived as a commodity that
can be bought and sold to take advantage of
changes in price/performance ratios. Oppor-
tunities for doing this already exist within the
IBM architecture. Astute managers can swap
IBM processors for those provided by the plug-
compatible manufacturers (and vice versa) as
one supplier leapfrogs another in terms of
price/performance. (Bill Cook's presentation
at the Gleneagles Foundation conference in
1986 described how Morgan Stanley Bank now
perceives processing power as a commodity that
can be sold and bought atvery short notice.)
This trend will be reinforced by recent initiat-
ives that are leading to standard interfaces for
computer peripherals. The Intelligent Periph-
eral Interface (IPI) standard drafted by ANSI
(American National Standards Institute)
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will allow peripherals from different manu-
facturers to be connected to a variety of
computer systems. Unisys is already building
products that conform with the IPI standards,
and the architecture of the new IBM 9370 mid-
range system has been designed with IPI in
mind.
As a consequence, equipment changes within
the data centre will become more frequent as
opportunities for ☁commodity trading☂ are
added to the need both to replace obsolete
equipment and to install new equipment to
cater for a larger workload. The implication is
that adequate ☁spare☂ space needsto be set aside
in the data centre so that the new equipment can
be installed and commissioned before the old
equipment is removed. In the past, some organ-
isations have not allowed for space that will be
usedin this way.
FEWERSTAFF WILL BE REQUIRED

The staff that work in data centres are special-
ists: operations staff, systems programmers,
and, increasingly, telecommunications staff.
Corporate data centres do not necessarily house
applications development staff, however.
 

Figure 2.2 The changingroleof the corporate data centre
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(Some organisations regard system develop-
ment as an integral part of the data centre's
responsibilities, with the development staff
being located at the data centre. The reasons for
this are largely historical. Today, system
development staff can be considered as just
another group of specialised users of the datacentre. Like other groups of users, they nolonger haveto be physically located at the datacentre - the clearing bank case history on page26 is a case in point. For this reason, we havehave not considered system development staffas part ofthe data centre's staffcomplement.)
Lights-out rooms will be controlled from a datacentre bridge
Much of the equipment now housed in a datacentre does not need to be continually ☁minded☂by human operators. Hence, the unmanned or☁lights-out☂ computer room, containing the ☁in-ert☂ equipment (processors, fixed disc drives,communications equipment, etc), is now apossibility. The equipment in the lights-outcomputer room will be controlled from acommand centre or ☁bridge☂ (as in a ship'sbridge) where computer-room and network-control decisions will be made.
A few organisations have already implemen-ted a data centre bridge and find that it allowsthem to run complex data centres with a mini-mum of staff. In particular, the bridge conceptallows them to make much better use of highlyskilled computer operators☂ time. The highlyskilled staff control the operations from remoteconsoles located in an area that is furnished ina way similar to a standard office. Figure 2.3shows a typical data centre bridge. Thedwindling number of lower skilled staff re-quired for the more manual tasks (tapechanging, paper handling, etc) are located inother areas of the data centre.
 

Figure 2.3 A typical data centre bridge

 

Another advantage of the data centre bridgeconcept is that it minimises the risks ofmishandling or damaging (whether deliber-ately or by accident) the expensive equipmentlocated in the lights-out computer room. Peopleonly need to handle the equipment either whenit is installed or for maintenance purposes. Inaddition, by locating the inert equipment in anarea that is virtually off limits to operationsstaff, it is possible to provide much better fire-prevention systems. (Some major organisa-tions have removed  fire-prevention systemsfrom computer rooms because of the potentialrisk to people should the chemicals in thesystemsbe discharged.)
Recent advances in networking and operatingsystems have also madeit easier to implementan operations bridge remote from the datacentre. These advances mean that some com-puter systems no longer require a dedicatedoperating console ♥ any terminal can beassigned as the central command console,subject to appropriate security requirements.For example, the Inland Revenue in the UnitedKingdom has one command centre from whichthe operations of several ICL mainframeinstallations are controlled. The operators nolonger need to be near, or even to know wherethe mainframesare physically located.
Feweroperators will be requiredThe changing role of the data centre describedearlier in this chapter also means that fewercomputer operators will be required for a givenworkload. In particular, there will be signifi-cant reductions in the requirement for less-skilled staff ♥ the main reasons being thetransfer of data-entry functions and (to a lesserextent) printed output preparation to userdepartments (with a consequent reduction inthe requirement to load and unload preprintedstationery), and the reduction in the use ofconventional magnetic tapes and removabledisc drives.
High-speed communications

_

links betweendata centres are also contributing to a reductionin the number of staff needed to handleperipheral devices. Many organisations (overhalf in our survey) now have more than onedata centre. Often, they use high-speed links totransfer files between data centres so that onecentre can act as a backup to the another. Thisprocedure reduces the need to make securitytape copies of files and physically transferthem to anothersite for storage. Security copiesof files can be transferred very quickly over thecommunications link, often without theoperations staff needing to be involved at all.(Some systems now transfer transactions to a
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remote ☁shadow☂ database a few seconds after
the operational database has been updated. In
this way, the shadow database can autom-
atically take over in the event of a failure at the
data centre housing the operational database.)
The needfor skilled staffwill not reduce
However, there are three areas in which data
centre manpower requirements will stay the
same, or will possibly increase slightly. The
first of these is the continuing need for systems
programmers. The increasing complexity of
the services provided by the typical data centre,
and the continuing inability of the major
hardware suppliers to provide easily main-
tained systems software, means that there is a
continuing demand for highly skilled systems
programmers to oversee the increasingly com-
plex system software environment found in
most data centres.
The second category of staff whose numbers
will not decrease in the foreseeable future is
network planners and controllers. As more ad-
vanced telecommunications facilities become
available, and as an organisation's network
becomes increasingly complex, there will be an
increasing requirement for skilled network
staff.
The third area is database administration,
which will become an increasingly important
support function as the data centre develops its
☁data-utility' role. Clearly, one person can look
after only a certain amount of data storage. As
the amount of data stored online increases,
organisations will need to employ additional
database administrationstaff.
Nevertheless, we believe that any increases in
the numbers of systems programmers, network
staff, and database administrators will be
more than offset by reductions in other areas.
Overall, there will be fewer staff employed in
the data centre ofthe future.

THE DATA CENTRE OF THE FUTURE
To summarise, our view of the data centre in
the medium- to long-term future is that it will
be:
♥ A focal point (or points) for data storage and

communications, with the organisation be-
ing increasingly dependent on the services
andfacilities provided by the data centre.

♥ A secure environment for equipment, with
fewer operators than today's data centre,
and no systems developmentstaff.
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Figure 2.4 The changein contentof the data centre
The Past

 

 

The Future
Otherperipherals

 

 

Figure 2.4 provides a pictorial representation of
our view of the future data centre, and compares
it with the data centre of today. As a result of
these changes, the need for security at the data
centre will increase because the data centre
will be more vital to the day-to-day operation of
the organisation.
It follows that the critical factors for planning
the data centrewill be:
♥ The space required to house the equipment.
♥ The physical environment for the equip-

ment, and the remaining staff who will
workthere.

♥ Thesecurity ofthe data centre.
Eachofthese is consideredin the next chapter.

 



Chapter 3
Critical factors for planning the data centre

Planning a new data centre requires a very
wide range of inputs not only from the systems
specialist, but also from architects, plant engin-
eers, and the suppliers of the equipment to be
installed in the data centre. For the reasons
explained in the previous chapter, the planner
will be primarily concerned with:
♥ Equipmentspace planning.
♥ Environmentplanning.
♥ Security planning.
In our researches, we did not find compre-hensive reference documents for equipmentspace planning. Wetherefore discuss this areaof data centre planning in some detail. Forenvironment planning and security planning,several useful guidelines have been publishedby mainframe suppliers, by advisory bodiessuch as the CCTA for UK Government instal-lations, and by specialist authors such asHoward Schaeffer (Data Centre Operations,published by Prentice Hall) and Robert Halper(Computer Data Center Design, published byJohn Wiley). In these areas, we thereforeconcentrate on highlighting those aspects thatare notyet covered in the published guidelines.

EQUIPMENT SPACE PLANNING
In Chapter 2 we described how data entry, dataoutput devices, and unauthenticated datastorage will increasingly be located in the usercommunity. The floor space required for equip-ment in the data centre will therefore be deter-mined by the amount of processing equipment,authenticated-data-storage equipment, andcommunications equipment. Of these threetypes of equipment, authenticated-data-storagedevices will require the lion's share of space inthe data centre. If an organisation can predictthe floor space required for authenticated-data-storage equipment,it will have gone a long wayto determining the overall space requirementsfor its data centre. The second most important
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factor in planning equipment. floor space is therequirementfor processing power.
Technological advances in data-storage andprocessing techniques are reducing the physi-cal size (the ☁footprint') of equipment for agiven amount of storage or processing power.Nevertheless, the requirement for additionalstorage and processing power will grow at arate that meansthe overall floor-space require-ments for both types of equipment will continueto grow.
In the survey that formed part of our research,we asked the respondents about the growth inprocessing power anddisc storage in their datacentres. The results for 45 data centres for theperiod 1980 to 1989 are shown in Figure 3.1, andare summarised below:
♥ The average installed processing power,measured in millions of instructions persecond (mips) or equivalent, grew by 95 percent between 1980 and 1983, and by 158 percent between 1983 and 1986. By the end of1986, the average number of mips installed
 

Figure 3.1 increases in processing poweranddisc storage
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was 18.6. When asked to project their growth
in processing power from 1986 to 1989, the
same organisations predicted a growth of 95
per cent to 36.2 mips.

♥ The average amountof disc storage (in giga-
bytes) installed increased by 104 per cent
between 1980 and 1983, and by 115 per cent
between 1983 and 1986. By 1986,the average
numberof gigabytes installed was 29.4. The
predicted growth between 1986 and 1989 is 77
per cent to 52 gigabytes.

We believe the predicted rates of increase for
both categories are somewhat conservative, as
do other industry sources, which predict much
higher rates of growth. For example, Figure 3.2
shows how IBM believes the requirements for
processing power and data storage will grow in
large installations between 1984 to 1990.
According to this data, large system users can
expect a growth in online storage requirements
in excess of 170 per cent a year. Whilst IBM's
predictions may well contain an element of
wishful thinking, we believe that the rate of
increase will be considerably higher than that
predicted by our survey respondents.
Our research also indicated that, regardless of
the effort put into forecasting increases in
processing power or data storage, most data
centre planners have, in the past, underesti-
mated the actual increases. We believe that the
inability to forecast accurately is due to the
inherent unpredictability of resource growth,
and not to incompetence on the part of data
centre planners. This situation is unlikely to
change in the foreseeable future.
Figure 3.3 shows that the average data centre
floor area in 1980 reported by our survey res-
pondents was 310 square metres. By 1983, the
average had grown by 27 percent to 395 square
metres. The growth over the next three years to
1986 was 16 per cent to 460 square metres.
Between 1986 and 1989, our survey respondents
predicted that the average floor area will grow
by a further 17 per cent to 540 square metres.
 

Figure 3.2 IBM's view ofthe likely growth of computing
resources in largeinstallations

 

Given the tendency in the past to underestimate
the growth of processing power and data stor-
age, and the predictions from industry sources
referred to above, we believe that the projected
growth in Figure 3.3 of 17 per cent over three
yearsis likely to be understated.
Wenow examinein more detail the factors that
will determine the floor space requirements for
the various types of equipment housed in data
centres.
DATA-STORAGE DEVICES

The amount of data stored at a typical data
centre has grown considerably over the past few
years, and it is tempting to think that, soon,
organisations will run out of new data to store.
However, we believe that the present rate of
growth will continue for at least the next five
years, and may even increase. Whilst the data-
storage demands of conventional data proces-
sing systems may level out, the requirements
for new forms of data storage (voice, graphics,
text, facsimile, and video) will all increase
substantially. Each of these new forms of data
requires much greater amounts of storage than
conventional systems (see Figure 3.4 over the
page).
Thus, more data storage capacity will be
required for online storage and for archival
storage. More floor space will be required for
online storage because this will continue to be
based on conventional disc technology for the
foreseeable future. However, the floor space
required for archival storage will be contained
as cartridge tape and mass-storage devices
replace magnetic tapes, and as optical discs
come into use. The technical limitations of
optical discs mean that they will not replace
conventional discs for online storage.
 

Figure 3.3 Data centre floor space requirements 1980 to 1989
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Chapter 3 Critical factors for planning the data centre

More spacefor online storage
The requirement for online data-storage de-
vices is the key factor in determining the
amount of floor space required in a computer
room. The trend is firmly towards the use of
fixed-dise units that provide greater storage
density, increased reliability and ☁hands-off
operation. Most disc units purchased during thepast five years have been fixed discs. Even so,dise drives and disc controllers occupy between
two and four times as much floor space as the
processingunits.
Although the capacity of discs has increasedconsiderably over the past few years (and willcontinue to do so for the foreseeable future), thephysical size of the cabinets has not changedappreciably. However, in addition to techno-logical improvements (such as thin-film discsand heads) that are improving the data-storagedensity, suppliers will increasingly be offer-ing repackaged or stackable drives, givingdouble or more capacity for the same floorspace. Early versions of ☁double-density' discdrives were, in effect, two single-densitydrives stacked one on top of the other. Thisapproach enabled the ☁dead☂ vertical space inthe data centre to be used, thereby doubling theamount of data that can be stored per squaremetre of floor space before true double-densitytechnology was available. The suppliers cor-rectly judged that user organisations are moreconcerned with factors such as reliability andcompatibility than with the size or appearanceof equipment.
The same technique is likely to be used whenthe first ☁quadruple-density' drives becomeavailable in 1988. They will probably be two
 

Figure 3.4 Storage required for different types of data
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double-density drives stacked one on top of theother. There are problems with this approach,however. Speaking at a Foundation manage-mentbriefing in early 1987, the representativeof one manufacturer said of a prototype double-density unit "when we found that our unit wastoo big to fit in the hold of a 747 we knew we hadto modify it". The implications for data centreplanning are that much greater floor loadingsand ceiling heights will be required, and theaccess routes to the data centre will need to behigher. The alternative would be to assemblethe equipment on the customer's premises,which would not be acceptable to manyorganisations.
Figure 3.5 illustrates a typical ☁repackaged☂double-density disc drive product and providesdata about its physical dimensions and floorloading.
Despite these developments in disc technologythe demand for online storage is growing at afaster rate than the increases in data density onthe discs, so the floor space required for discdrives will continue to increase. One of thesuppliers of IBM plug-compatible disc drivesbelieves that online storage (in terms of giga-bytes) in a typical large installation will in-crease by between 30 per cent and 50 per cent ayear for the foreseeable future. The samesupplier also estimates that the density of disc
 

Figure 3.5 Memorex's 3680 HDP double-density disc

 
This product'repackaged' existing single density technologytodouble the density in termsof Gigabytes per square metre. Theresultis a muchtaller unit. The dimensionsof the cabinet are:- Height: 82" (2,080mm)

~ Width: 89" (2,280mm)- Depth: 42" (1,065mm)
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Chapter 3 Critical factors for planning the data centre

drives (in terms of gigabytes per square metre
of floor space occupied) will increase by about
25 per cent to 30 per cent a year.
Taking both these estimatesto be realistic, the
likely range of increase in the data centre floor-
space required for online storage is shown in
Figure 3.6. At the high end (50 per cent increase
a year in online gigabytes and 25 per cent
increase a year in density), the floor space
required for data storage will increase by 20 per
cent per year, which means it will more than
double after four years, and triple after six
years.
Based on this analysis, we believe that most
large data centres should be planning to
increase the floor space for data storage by
about 7 or 8 per cent a year, which corresponds
with a 40 per cent increase a year in online
storage and a 30 per cent increase per year in
disc density. This means that the floor space
for data storage requirements will double
within ten years.
Cartridge tape and mass storage will replace
magnetic tape
We havealso noted a trend for databases to be
duplicated (on discs) at different sites, for
purposes of resilience and backup. This trend
means that there is an even greater need for
floor space for disc drives. However, it also
means that many data centres have been able to
reduce the number of magnetic tape drives (and
the amount of tape storage), because magnetic
 

Figure 3.6 Growthin floor space required for online storage
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tape is used less for archival purposes. Where
tape drives are retained, they are increasingly
being located outside the main computer room.
Eventually, magnetic tape drives will be re-
placed by cartridge tape files and mass-storage
devices that require little operator inter-
vention. (The international insurance com-
pany case history on page 25 describes how the
space required for magnetic tapes has been
reducedin this way.)
Mass-storage devices will continue to occupy a
relatively large floor area, however, but their
storage density (in terms of gigabytes per
square metre of floor space) will be much
higher than for fixed disc units. Improvements
continue to be made to the technology of
cartridge-storage (and other similar) devices,
but these developments are likely to be
overtaken by developments in optical laser-
recording techniques.
Opticaldiscs will not replace conventionaldiscs
Laser-recording techniques can now provide
storage capacities of one or more gigabytes on a
12-inch optical disc. The main advantages of
optical dises are that they are robust and
reliable. Furthermore they can be duplicated
easily if many (hundreds or thousands, rather
than a few) copies of a database are required.
The main drawback at present of optical discs
is that they provide essentially a write-once
read-only storage medium. For several years,
manufacturers have been promising to develop
an updatable optical disc, and have claimed
that such products will be available"within two
years". Sooner or later, an updatable optical
disc will be available as a commercial product.
However, at the time of writing this report, we
can see no clear evidence as to whenthat will
be.
Another disadvantage of optical discs is that the
access time is inferior to that of magnetic discs
because it is not possible, for engineering
reasons, for the read head to ☁fly☂ over an
optical disc as quickly as it can over a
conventional disc. Furthermore, the bit error
rates are higher than with conventional discs,
which means that complex error correction
procedures are required if data accuracy is a
paramount concern. The complex procedures
also slow down the data transmission rate. For
all these reasons, optical discs will be used
primarily for archival storage of images.
When transmitting an image, it is not
essential that every bit of data is transmitted
correctly. A relatively high bit error rate can be
tolerated before a significant degradation in
the image is perceived. This means that
complex error correction procedures are not
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required for image transmission. Thus, op-
tical discs will not be seen as a replacement for
online storage, which will continue to be based
on conventional magnetic discs.
Nevertheless, optical-disc technology is devel-
oping rapidly. As it is perfected, the cost
advantagesof optical discs, and their huge data
storage capacity, will ensure that they are
accepted rapidly, particularly for archival
storage. When updatable optical discs become
available, ☁jukeboxes☂ of optical discs are
likely to replace magnetic mass-storage
devices.

Developments of this kind could result in the
1990s in significant reductions in floor-space
requirements for archival data-storage de-
vices. Recent experiments conducted by the
Central Computer and TelecommunicationsAgency in the United Kingdom have shown
that two gigabytes of data can be stored on onedouble-sided 12-inch (30 cm) optical disc, whichresults in a considerable space saving com-pared with current magnetic disc storage. Inaddition, optical storage media have far lessstringent environmental requirements thanmagnetic media and can therefore operate in anormaloffice environment.
PROCESSORS

During the past few years, the amount of rawprocessing power per square metre of floorspace occupied has increased by about 50 percent per major hardware upgrade (in otherwords, about every three to five years), and webelieve that this trend will continue for next fewyears (see Figure 3.7). This means that theprocessing power per square metre of floorspace is growing at between 10 and 15 per cent ayear. However, as Figure 3.1 showed, the de-mand for processing power has grown at afaster rate (between 25 and 35 per cent a year).Figure 3.8 shows what these growth rates meanfor the total floor area occupied by processors.The figure shows that most organisationsshould probably be planning to increase thefloor space for processors by about 13 per centper year, corresponding with a 380 per centincrease per year in mips, and a 15 per centincreaseperyearin mips per square metre.
But, mips per square metre is not the only factorgoverning the amount of floor space requiredby processors. Manufacturers also need tohouse auxiliary equipment such as powersupplies and cooling equipment within pro-cessor cabinets, and they have not been able toreduce the size of these components to the sameextent that processor circuits have been re-
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duced. The need to provide maintenance accessto the cabinets also means thatit is not possibleto reducethesize ofthe cabinetssignificantly,
Another factor preventing significant reduc-tions in the physical size of processor cabinetsis the trend to multiple-processor mainframecomputers. In the future, 16 or more processorswill be housed in a cabinet of similar size to (orperhaps slightly smaller than) today's single-processor mainframes. In the immediatefuture, these developments will be made poss-ible by the use of denser chips and by improvedpackaging and_ interconnection techniques(such as the use of optical fibres for inter-connections to and within the processor), ratherthan by significant improvements in basicprocessor technology.
 

Figure 3.7 Increase in processing power per square metreof floor space
Relative processing power(mips)
per square metreoffloor space
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Figure 3.8 Growthin floor space required for processing power
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There is also a trend towards the greater use of
specialised processors, and this will affect the
amount of floor space required for processors in
the data centre. Most of the suppliers we spoke
with during our research said they believed
there would be a move towards specialised
processors to handle specific tasks. In the same
way that front-end communications processors
were installed to handle the growing communi-
cations processing load, the functions current-
ly performed by the typical mainframe will be
subdivided ♥ for example, into a database
machine and a transaction processor. Thus,
although the individual processor cabinets may
be smaller, there will be more of them and,
overall, they will require morefloor space.
In some organisations, the data centre may
house several smaller processors of different
types, each dedicated to a particular part of the
business. In effect, the processing will be
logically decentralised, but the equipment used
to run the applications will be managed
centrally.
In the longer term, beyond the mid-1990s, there
may be more radical changes in processor
technology, as research into optical processors
and ☁fifth-generation☂ computers results in
commercial products. As yet, it is too early to
speculate about the impact these developments
will have on data centre space requirements.
For the foreseeable future, these impacts will
remain beyond the typical data centre plan-
ning horizon.
COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

Like other electronic equipment, communi-
cations equipment has become smaller over the
last ten years. Since the mid-1970s, a 2400-baud
modem has reduced from the size of a
typewriter, to a rack-mounted card, and single-
chip modems are now available for incorpora-
tion into terminals. In the early 1970s, a 9600-
baud modem required a box measuring 43x
26.5x 58.5 cm. Today, the equivalent modem re-
quires a box measuring 38x9x35.5 cm, which
means the physical volume of the modem has
reduced by more than 80per cent.
Similar trends have affected the size of voice
communications equipment. In the mid 1970s,
a 400-line PABX would have required a room of
34 square metres. Today, a 500-line digital
PABX requires only 17 square metres ♥ a
reduction of 50 per cent. Although the numberof
telephones installed in the typical office has
increased slightly during the past ten years,
this has not usually been sufficient to offset the
reduction in space requirements caused by
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technological developments. Over the next ten
years we expect to see further reductions in the
size of voice-switching equipment. There will
also be some reduction in the space required for
distribution frames because of the increasing
use of wideband circuits (often ISDN primary-
rate bearers), rather than multipaircables,for:
♥ Intersite links.
♥ Site-to-public networklinks.
♥ Links between the central equipment and

distributed '☁multiplexors' located in wiring
closets.(Future PABX technology was discus-
sed in Foundation Report 54 ♥ Integrated
Networks.)

However, the growth in the numbers of.ter-
minals, networked personal computers, and
departmental and distributed processors has
often outrun improvements in communi-
cations technology, leading to an_ overall
increase in the space required for data com-
munications equipment. Over the next five
years, the growth in the number of terminals
and workstations will, in many organisations,
come to an endas the ratio of terminals-to-staff
approaches one-to-one. At the same time, the
introduction of ISDN and local area networks
will favour the use of multiplex connections,
further reducing space requirements. (A recent-
ly announced LAN-to-mainframe gateway can
support several hundred concurrent calls, for
example.)
These trends may be offset to some extent by
increases in the functionality of communi-
cations equipment rather than in the numbers
of devices, with a consequent increase in space
requirements. For voice, the extra functions
could include voice-mail and voice-response
systems, whilst for data they might include
electronic mail and protocol conversion. Many
of these extra functions are, however, closer in
nature to data processing and office systems
than to basic communications. As such, they
will probably be provided by workstations or the
central computing complex, not the communi-
cations system.
The net result is that the space required for
communications equipment is likely to de-
crease over the coming ten years, although it
may increase in the short-term in some organ-
isations.

ENVIRONMENT PLANNING
It is not our purpose to include here detailed
information on the physical and . environ-
mental planning of a data centre. Most large
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organisations have a wealth of expertise in this
field, and there are supplier and other refer-
ence books readily available to guide planners.
However, our research did identify several
aspects of environment planning that may not
be so well known and these are discussed
below.
ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

A data centre cannot operate without a reliable
and stable source of electrical power. The
electrical power requirements of a data centre
differ significantly from those for ordinary
office buildings, both in terms of the electrical
load and the quality of the supply that is needed.
Average loads in a computer room can range
from 25 to 50 watts of electrical power per square
foot of floor area (far greater than in conven-
tional offices). Figure 3.9 lists the typical power
requirements for different areas of the data
centre. Furthermore, the fluctuations incommercial power supplies, which are accept-
able for ordinary industrial and commercialuses, are not acceptable for computing equip-
ment. Data centres require so-called '☁clean-line☂ electrical supplies. The electrical powersupply arrangements in a data centre also needto provide theflexibility both to relocate existingequipment and to add new equipment. Otherdifficulties concern the different power require-
 

Figure 3.9 Data centre electrical power requirements
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ments (in terms of voltage and phasing) of
different equipment.
Forall these reasons, the provision ofelectricalpower for a data centre must be considered atthe earliest possible stage in the planningprocess. i
Many of the problems associated with datacentre power requirements have been resolvedin recent years by the development of pre-packaged power units, connected to thecomputer equipment via flexible cables underthe raised floor. The main advantage of thistype of equipmentis that it provides a factory-assembled and tested power source (includingtransformers) that electrically isolates theequipment from the building power supply. Theshielded transformers and surge suppressorsin the power units provide a reliable and stablepowersupply suitable for computer equipment.
Most data centres also require a standby powersupply that will be used in the event of themains supply failing. In most cases, a fewseconds (or minutes) downtime whilst thestandby supply is switched on will be accept-able. However, if even a momentary break inthe power supply is unacceptable it may benecessary to install uninterruptable powersupply (UPS) equipment. The cost of suchequipment is very high and in most cases canbe justified only where the continuous operationof the data centre is vital to the functioning ofthe organisation.
AIR-CONDITIONING SYSTEMS

The introduction of ☁lights-out☂ computer roomsreduces the problems of environmental controlsystems. Absence of staff movement meansthat the clean air flow is uninterrupted so thatthe equipment can be kept at a constant temp-erature. Furthermore, dust particles are notintroduced into the controlled atmosphere. Ithas been shown that even relatively minormovements of operators introduce measurableimpurities into the air that circulates throughthe installation. For example, brushing a handacross the sleeve of a ☁clean-room' uniformcan increase the number of particles in theatmosphere by between 50 and 200 per cent. Themere presence of people disturbs the air flowand creates areas of turbulence that pull incontaminatedair from outside.
Conventional air-conditioning systems keepthe air at a constant temperature and removeany solid particles from the air. They do notfilter out specific gases, however, and disc-drive manufacturers have been able to trace the
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cause of apparently random failures to the
presence of hydrocarbon gases in the computer-
room atmosphere. In one case, the air intake
for the air-conditioning system was positioned
above the loading bay for the organisation's
delivery trucks. Diesel fumes were being
sucked into the air-conditioning system, and
hydrocarbon gases found their way into the disc
drives. Once the air flow was changed,the disc
drive failures stopped occurring.
Disc drive problems have also been traced to
dust particles being lifted from the void under
the raised floor in the computer room. If the
concrete floor has not been sealed properly
during construction, fine concrete dust may be
blown into the units, bypassing thefilters that
normally extract 99.99 percent ofparticles.
Environmental problems such as these are
extremely difficult to track down, and require
very special expertise. The difficulty is that the
cause of equipment failures is often not recog-
nised as being due to an environmental prob-
lem. Worldwide, there are very few experts on
this specialised field - the only one knownto us
is ☁Storm☂ Larkins, who works for the UK-based
Winton Industries.
FLOORING

We found false floor heights in large computer
rooms varying from 23 cm (which is too small)
to 120 cm (which is over generous). The major-
ity were between 45 cm and 90 cm. One
common problem with false floors in computer
roomsis that the smart floor panelling hides a
tangled web of cables that have accumulated
over the years (Figure 3.10 is a photograph of a
typical installation). Many suppliers are in the
habit of leaving old cables in place when new
equipment is installed because it is time-
 

Figure 3.10 Underfloor wiring can easily get out of control
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consuming and difficult to remove them. The
suppliers are usually under pressure to install
new equipment as quickly as possible, and
removing the old cables would slow them down.
The resultant large accumulation of redundant
underfloor cables can lead to problems with
future equipment changes, air flows, and fire
hazards. It can also mean that a new wiring
scheme that could solve the problem (optical
fibres, for example) could not be installed
without shutting down the complete installation
because all of the old cables would have to be
removed to makespacefor the new cables.
We therefore advise data centre managers to
ensure that the old cables are removed when
new equipment is installed, even if this means
that it will take slightly longer to install the
equipment.
The loading on raised floors can also be a
problem. Several Foundation .members were
obliged to reinforce their floor during 1986 to
accommodate their supplier's latest processor,
whose point weight exceeded all previous load-
ings. Access paths to the installation area had
also to be reinforced. (One organisation forgot
to do this, and the new equipmentfell through
the floor.)
CEILING HEIGHTS

Earlier in this chapter, we described someof the
techniques now being used by disc manufac-
turers to increase storage density per square
metre (stackable drives and taller units). This
means that data centre planners may have to
allow for greater ceiling heights both within the
data centre and in the access routes to it.
(Figure 3.5 showed the dimensions of one such
disc unit.)
FIRE PREVENTION

In a survey of Foundation members, more than
half admitted that a fire had occurred in their
data centre, although all of the fires were small
and localised, and had not affected the opera-
tions of the computer systems. About half of the
fires had occurred outside the computer room
(in the mail room,electricity supply area, and
so forth). The remainder of the fires were
caused by minor electrical faults in hardware
units.
All of the organisations had installed auto-
matic fire-detection systems and some form of
extinguishing system. Opinions varied widely
on the effectiveness of different types of sys-
tems (water, carbon dioxide, Halon, and foam),
and on the amount of damage that each type
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could cause to equipment andstaff. In several
cases, Halon and carbon dioxide systems had
been dismantled because of fears about health
and safety hazards.

However, the ☁lights-out☂ concept reduces these
fears because the room is usually unoccupied.
Water sprinkler or gas flooding systems,
which are automatically activated when heat or
smoke is detected, can be installed in such
rooms in the knowledge that there is less
chance of people being present if the system is
activated.
STAFF FACILITIES

Environmental planning for the data centre
should take account of the people requirements
as well as those for the equipment. It is easy to
become so concerned with the environmental
conditions required by the equipment that will
be installed in the data centre, and forget that
the staff who will work there have very differ-
ent requirements.

In many data centres, however, it is no longer
necessary to provide accommodation for resi-
dent maintenance engineers. Improvements
in machinereliability and the introduction of
remote diagnosis are removing the need for on-
site engineers in all but the largest, most
changeable installations. In addition, the
introduction of a ☁lights-out☂ computer room
removes the need for special rest rooms wherethe operators can recuperate from the uncon-
genial environment of the computer room, with
its chilly atmosphere and constant hum ofequipment. Instead the operators and networkcontrol staff are located in the data-centre
☁bridge☂, which is furnished in the same way asanormaloffice.

SECURITY PLANNING
We mentioned in Chapter 1 that data centresecurity was one of the key concerns ofFoundation members. Clearly, the extent towhich an organisation is prepared to go inensuring security depends on the nature ofitsbusiness, its dependence on computer systems,and on its local situation, which determineshow likely it is to experience an event (whethernatural or man-made) that could lead to abreakdown atthe data centre.
Thefirst step in security planningis to analysethe risks to the organisation arising from a
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loss of data processing or telecommunicationsservices. There is a wealth of informationreadily available on this subject (see, for
example, Foundation Reports 33♥ Managing
Operational Computer Systems ♥ and 5]
♥ Threats to Computer Systems), and wedo notelaborate furtheronit here.
Once the risk analysis has been carried out, thesecurity measures for minimising the risksmust be considered and costed. Usually, thereare two costs to consider: the cost of installingthe security measure and the cost of operatingit. Figure 3.11 (opposite) shows some of thesecurity measures that can be considered forthe site, for the services to the site, for the
building, and for the computer room. For eachmeasure, the level of security provided isranked as high, medium, or low, as are theinstallation cost and operating cost. Once the
cost of each of the security measures has been
ascertained for the particular data centreenvironment, the planners can provide seniormanagement with recommendations for theappropriate level of security, setting the costs ofthe measures against the potential costs of therisks.
This type of analysis has led some organ-isations to build new data centres that have
security features similar to those found atmilitary installations. One example (a major
clearing bank) is described in the case history
on page 26. The security measures that can betaken include:
♥ Placing the data centre in a subterraneanstructure that is isolated from the outside

world.

♥ Constructing the data centre as a dome
shape, or with sloping exterior walls, so thatthe energy from a bomb blast will be
deflected upwards away from thefacility.

♥ Creating an earthen wall around

a

single-
storey data centre so that the energy from an
external bombblastwill be deflected.

♥ Constructing the data centre as a concrete
block within a concrete block so that more
than oneblast will be required to breach both
walls.

♥ Positioning the data centre so that itsexternal walls are at least 50 metres frompublic roads so that car or lorry bombs are
notlikely to have a serious impact.
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Figure 3.11 Checklist of data centre security measures
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Single road access High low| oS Low
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The Building ; 2
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Entirely shielded from view andblast by surrounding mound High ☁High : Low
Double perimeter fence Medium low Low
Car park well away from building High _ Medium ♥ Low So
Vehicle entranceto building arearestricted to oe : o =

delivery vehicles Medium Low :
Single entranceforall personnel High Low
Security staff manning entranceatall times High fle
Full surveillance equipmentin entrance security room
(CCTV screens,fault andfire detection alarms,etc.) High

The ComputerRoom :
Card and keypad accesscontrol Medium♥
Heat detectors High
Smoke detectors : High
☁Automatic Halon flooding High   
 

SUMMARY
In this chapter we have considered the three
critical factors that need to be considered when
planning a data centre. We now need to con-
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sider how these critical factors may be brought
together with the other specialist and financial
factors. This is the subject of the next chapter,
which provides guidelines for planning the
data centre.
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Chapter 4
Data centre planning guidelines

The cost of designing and constructing a new
corporate data centre is enormous. Yet our
research has shown that many data centres
outgrow their accommodation well before the
date anticipated when the original plans were
drawn up. The result is crowded working con-
ditions, overheating because the air condition-
ing cannot cope with the additional equipment,
and difficulties in updating equipment and
applications. The cost of subsequent renovat-
ions (excluding equipment costs) can exceed
$1,500 per square metre, compared with $325 to
$645 for generaloffice space.
During our research we were told of many
reasons for running out of space in the data
centre earlier than was planned. Someof these
reasons were within the overall responsibil-
ities of the systems function and could havebeen anticipated with a little more forethought.Examplesincluded:
♥ Inaccurate projections of the growth ofexist-ing applications.
♥ Insufficient allowance made for new applic-ations.
♥ Insufficient allowance for the take-up ofnew technologies.
♥ Insufficient contingency allowances.
~ Inability to persuade senior management toallocate funds for capital expenditure toprovide 'spare' space.
Other reasons were outside the direct respon-sibilities of the systems function, and wouldhave been more difficult to anticipate eventhough they: had

a

significant impact on thedata centre. For example:
♥ Rationalisation of the information systemsfunction, which led to the closure of severaldata centres, with the workload being trans-ferred to a central data centre.
~ An unforeseen takeover of another organ-
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isation, whose data processing workloadwastransferredto the existing data centre.
♥ Launching of new products or servicesrequiring computer support, and which werenot foreseen when the data centre wasoriginally planned.
As an example of how difficult it is to predictaccurately the space thatwill be required, oneofthe case histories describes how the sameorgan-isation (an international insurance company)both overestimated the space required forstationery storage and underestimated thespace required for communications equip-ment.
Webelieve that a systematic approach to datacentre planning should be able to take accountof most of these variables. Our research did notdiscover an all-embracing methodology, how-ever. Instead, each organisation uses a diff-erent mix of criteria in its approach to datacentre planning. Appendix 1 contains selectedcase histories that illustrate the various app-roaches described during the research. Forexample, some organisations calculate theanticipated workload by estimating the futurenumber of terminals and extrapolating fromthe computing power and storage requirementsneeded to support existing terminals. Thedrawback of this approach is that no attempt ismade to take account ofsignificant changes inthe processing-power or data-storage require-mentsofindividual applications.
We have analysed the approaches currentlybeing used, selecting the best practices from
each. From these, we have been able to constructa set of guidelines for data centre planning,and present these in this final chapter. Wehave concluded that there are four key guide-
lines to data centre planning:
♥ Recognise that the space requirementsestimates will be inaccurate, and plan

accordingly.
♥ Wherepossible, move to a greenfieldsite.
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♥ Design the premises on a modular basis that
can provideflexible accommodation.

♥ Set a realistic budget.

SPACE REQUIREMENTSWILLBE
INACCURATE, SO PLANACCORDINGLY
Data centre planners, and general manage-
ment, must recognise that, for the reasons
given earlier in this report, it is not possible to
predict accurately the equipment space re-
quirements for a new data centre. Plans for a
new data centre should therefore not be based on
a single estimate of equipment space require-
ments. Instead the upper and lower bounds
need to be forecast and a risk analysis under-
taken to determine the likelihood and penalties
of providing insufficient space, and of provid-
ing too much space that remains unused. (The
case histories in Appendix 1 provide examples
of organisations that have suffered at both of
these extremes.)
In the end, the initial equipment space allowed
for will be a trade-off between the cost of
providing too much space and the penalties of
providing too little space. The potential cost to
the business of providing toolittle space can be
very large if the data centre cannot accom-
modate new equipment required by changed

Chapter 4 Data centre planning guidelines

business needs. There should also be contin-
gency plans to cater for the situation where
either too much or too little space has been
allowedfor.
Clearly, the overall space requirements of the
data centre must allow for the staff who will
work there as well as for the equipment.
However, the uncertainty in space forecasting
is not critically dependentonstaffspace.
Wepropose that a four-step methodology be used
to predict the equipment space requirements for
the future data centre and to conduct the risk
analysis:
♥ Extrapolate recent

trends into the future.
equipment-resource

♥ Modify the projection to take account of poss-
ible developments in the use of information
technology.

♥ Translate the modified projections into
space requirements.

♥ Assess the risks of not providing the maxi-
mum space.

The steps of this methodology are described in
detail in Appendix 2 and are summarised in
Figure 4.1. In essence, the methodology begins
 

Figure 4.1 Four-step methodology for equipment space planning
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Chapter 4 Data centre planning guidelines

by estimating the resource requirements (pro-
cessing power, data storage, and communi-
cations) on the assumption that present trends
will continue (the steady-state projection). This
projection is then modified to take account of
possible developments that could occur in the
use of information technology, and a range of
possible resource requirements is created.
These requirements are then translated into a
range of possible space requirements. Finally,
a risk analysis is carried out to determine the
risks of not providing enough space to meet all
ofthe possible (butless likely) requirements.

MOVETOAGREENFIELDSITE
WHEREVERPOSSIBLE
Organisations should consider the option of
moving their data centre to a greenfield site
rather than assumethat it must be located at one
of the organisation's existing major sites.
Many of the technical and staffing trends
described in this report indicate that there will
be fewer reasons for locating the data centre
close to the user departments or even to the
system development departments. There may
also be direct economic advantages if the
existing premises are in an area where the cost
of space is high and if the new data centre can
be located in a low-cost area. Furthermore, it
will be possible to provide better security at a
greenfield site because the security measures
can be designed in right from the beginning.
(This was the approach adopted by the clearing
bankdescribedin thecasehistory on page 26.)
Another advantage of moving to a greenfieldsite is that developments in communicationslinkages open up the possibility of building amodular data centre consisting of a cluster ofseparate buildings. By constructing a data
centre in this way, the likelihood of a fire or
explosion causing damage to all the importantcomponents of the data centre's configuration
is minimised.
Someorganisations, however (such as the phar-
maceuticals company described in the case
histories), will not find it an economic option to
moveto a greenfieldsite.

PLANFORFLEXIBILITYBY USINGA
MODULARDESIGN
The ideal way to gain flexibility for the future
is to build a new data centre on a site with
plenty of space aroundit to allow for expansion.
Unfortunately for most organisations this is
not a practical proposition. The alternative,
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therefore, is to consider whether the equipment
currently located in the data centre must
continue to be concentrated within one small
area. In the past, technical constraints have
meant that the different components of com-
puter systems must be located close to each
other. The basic problem was that to achieve
high speed data-transfer rates between comput-
er processors and storage devices, the cables
hadto be short.
Many of the technical constraints still remaintoday, although some manufacturers are now
providing optical fibre channels between equip-ment. Optical fibres channels allow data to betransferred at high speeds over greater distan-
ces. The implication is that it will be possible to
adopt a modular design for the data centre by
distributing it among different rooms within a
site. (Technically it would be possible to createa data centre that was distributed over severalsites, but this would not be economic in the im-
mediate future). Thus, one approach to flexibleplanning would beto identify suitable space forexpansion within the site that can be used forother purposes until it is required. (Thisapproach is being usedbythefirst organisationdescribed in the case histories on page 24.)Possible arrangements for reserving space thatwill initially not be used, or will be usedinitially for other purposes, are depicted op-posite in Figure 4.2.
An additional advantage of this modular app-roach is that companies can reduce therisk of adisaster (such as a fire) destroying the wholedata centre. However, the full benefits of amodular design will not be obtained if onemodule of the data centre is used to houseall theequipment of one type. If, for example, all theprocessors are installed in the same module, amajorfire in that module will cripple the wholecentre. Wherever possible, every key com-ponentof the installation should be duplicated,and the duplicates should be housed in separatemodules.

SETA REALISTIC BUDGET
A realistic budget for constructing the datacentre must be established at the earliestpossible stage in the planning process. Datacentre construction costs (excluding computerequipment) can be two or three times higherthan for normal construction projects, andMany organisations have badly underestim-ated the cost of constructing a new data centre.The result is that the ☁ideal☂ centre is scaleddown to conform to the original underestimatedbudget. One useful budgeting approach is for
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Figure 4.2 Data centre layoutsto allow for contingency and
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the project team to provide a_ preliminary
construction cost estimate at the beginning of
the planning process and to updateit at regular
intervals.
Preliminary estimates are, of course required
for the risk analyses performed to determine
how much space should be provided and the
level of security that should be provided. The
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general management of the organisation will
want to be involved in making the decisions
that result from the analyses. Decisions about
the trade-off between risks and the costs of
eliminating those risks is a business manage-
ment responsibility, especially when the poten-
tial consequences, and the costs of preventing
them,are so high.

REPORT CONCLUSION
Planning, designing, and constructing a new
data centre is a substantial undertaking, and
requires considerable investment. Our re-
search has shown that it is easy to make
mistakes, and that the effects of those mistakes
will be evident for manyyears.
In this report, we have established that there
will be a continuing need for corporate data
centres and we have identified the critical
factors for planning a data centre (space
planning, environment planning, and_ secur-
ity planning). Security planning is much
easier if the data centre is being constructed at
a greenfield site because the security measures
can be designed in right from the beginning.
Environment planning is not just concerned
with conventional air conditioning; computer
equipment can be disrupted by very small
levels of impurities in the atmosphere. The
trend towards ☁lights-out☂ computer rooms
makes it easier to provide the controlled atmos-
phere required by computer equipment and to
provide powerfulfire extinguishing systems.
However, we have shownthatit is impossible to
provide accurate estimates of the space that will
be required in a data centre. A range of space
estimates should be prepared, together with the
likelihood of each being required. A risk
analysis should then be undertaken before
deciding on the amount of space that will be
designed into the new data centre. In carrying
out the risk analysis, it should be remembered
that the penalties of not providing enough space
can be very severe if the data centre is not able
to cope with increased equipment demands
required by changes in the needs of the
business.
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Appendix 1
Case histories

In this appendix we present as case histories the
experiences of six organisations.
have been selected to illustrate the range of
approaches to data centre planning adopted by
different organisations. They are presented
anonymously because some of the organ-
isations requested that their identities should
not be revealed.

A GOVERNMENT-CONTROLLED
INSURANCE INSTITUTE
This organisation is in the process of
relocating its data centre to a_ high-rise
building and is planning to distribute the data
centre over several floors. However, it has not
made a systematic attempt to predict how its
computing workload will grow over the next
few years.
The main computer room will house threecentral processors and two communicationsprocessors. In addition, 18 smaller rooms, twoon each of ninefloors in the high-rise building,have been allocated for data centre use. Notallof these rooms will be used initially, however,so a considerable contingency allowance hasbeen built into the data centre plans. Therationale is that this approach will allow forgradual expansion into the smaller rooms asthe workload grows. It will also provide greaterresilience for the data centre because it is lesslikely that the entire building will sustain
damagein theeventofa catastrophe.
The anticipated workload was calculated byestimating the future number of terminals andextrapolating from the computing power andstorage requirements needed to support theexisting terminals. In calculating the floor-space requirements, the general reduction ofequipment size was taken into account. No at-tempt was made to predict the growth in
individual applications, however.

AN INTERNATIONAL CONSTRUCTIONCOMPANY
For many organisations, the opportunity toplan a new data centre arises because of a move
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The cases☂
to a new headoffice. This case history is typicalof many such situations. The organisation con-cerned is constructing a prestigious head officethat. will incorporate a data centre to serveseveralofthe group's operating companies.
The estimates of the space required were basedmainly on the estimated number of work-stations that will need to be supported (startingfrom a base of 600, and growing eventually to2,800). The computing resources required inthe data centre were estimated by using theaverage processing power and storage requiredto support a workstation. However, at the timethe data centre was planned, it was not certainhow many of the group's companies would beusing the data centre. A guess was made as tothe most likely ones, and the space require-ments were calculatedon this basis.
The main contingency allowances built into
the plansare:
♥ Only half of the 300 square metres of spacein the main computer room (housingprocess-ors and discs) will be used initially. In ad-dition, this room can (in theory) be expandedeasily by removing a wall and converting

the adjacent paper and supplies storagearea. This would expand the computer roomby a further 25 per cent; the storage area
would need to berelocated, however.

♥ The 150 square metre room housing the
operators will be fully occupied right fromthe start. However, it has a removable parti-tion, which wouldallow it to be expanded by50 per cent. The additional space that wouldbe used will initially house the data controloffice. Expanding the operators☂ room wouldrequirethe data controloffice to be relocated.

AMAJORPHARMACEUTICALS
COMPANY
This organisation is building a new computerroom at its existing site. The main require-ments are to permit an expansion of the comput-
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ing services provided and to improve the
security of the computing facilities. The
alternative of constructing a new data centre
ona greenfield site was ruled out because it was
estimated it would cost three times as much. In
this particular case, space for the new data
centre could readily be made available at the
existing site, and the alternative site was in
fact a few hundred metres away in the suburbs
of a major European city. The cost of pur-
chasing the land for the alternative site would
therefore have been prohibitively expensive.
Again, a thorough, systematic approach was not
used to calculate the anticipated growth in
computing requirements and the consequent
requirements for data centre floor space. In-
stead, the size of the existing computer room
was taken as the base line, and future growth in
processing power and storage was extrapolated
from the past growth. However, an allowance
was made for reductions in equipment size
when caleulating the floor space required. For
example, the company expects eventually to
replace 16 IBM 3350 disc drives with two IBM 3380
drives, with a consequent reduction in floor
space.
To begin with, only half of the space in the new
computer room will be used. The company
expects the spare space to be used up over a
period of ten years. No allowance has been
made for new applications, however, nor for
business changes that could affect the re-
quirements for computing resources. Because
of this, we would be surprised if this organ-
isation did not have to redesign (or even
rebuild) its data centre much earlier than
anticipated. The new computer room cannot be
extended into adjacent areas because the duct-
ing in the ceiling in these areas leaves
insufficient vertical spacefor a falsefloor.

A MAJOR INTERNATIONAL
INSURANCE COMPANY
This case history is presented in more detail
than the others because it illustrates many of
the factors that have to be taken into account
when planning a data centre. In particular, it
illustrates how difficult it is to estimate accur-
ately the space required.
As an international insurance company, this
organisation has a massive transaction-
processing load. To accommodatethis load, in
1979 it constructed a very large computer hall
(1,100 square metres) inside a purpose-built
building. When the hall first opened, it looked
ridiculously empty, with only 25 per cent of the
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space utilised. Five years later the hall was
full. The growth in equipment was due partly
to the increased processing power (the original
two IBM 370/158s had been replaced by an IBM
3081K and an IBM 3084Q), but mainly to the
growth of online storage devices. The disc capa-
city grew at 40 per cent a year, and rapidly
filled the hall.
Eighty-five per cent of the space in the hall is
now used for production equipment, with the
remaining 15 per cent reserved for assembling
and testing new equipment prior to final in-
stallation. This requirement was not anticipat-
ed when the computer hall was planned in the
late 1970s, and is caused by the need to test
online and distributed systems.
Onefactor that has helped to prevent even more
space being required has been the replacement
of magnetic tape drives by cartridge equip-
ment, which reduces the floor space by a factor
of two-and-a-half for a given storage capacity.
The use of cartridges has also helped to reduce
the space required in the tape library (which
now houses 17,000 tapes and 8,000 cartridges).
A cartridge storage rack is only two-thirds as
deep as a tape storage rack. Moreover, twice as
many cartridge racks can fit into the vertical
space, and 10 cartridges can be stored in the
horizontal space requiredby six tapes.
By contrast with the main computerhall, the
space allocated to the stationery store has
proved to be 50 per cent more than required.
When the data centre wasoriginally planned,
there were abnormally long lead times for
paper deliveries, and the stationery storage
space was planned on the assumption that this
situation would continue. On the other hand,
the space allowed for telecommunications
equipment was seriously underestimated. The
telecommunications equipment room now
looks more like a store room than an operating
area.
As the space in the main computer hall was
used up, this insurance company opened a
second data centre, which was located in the
same area of the city. A mainframe (currently
an IBM 3090/200) was installed in the second
centre, mainly for development work. How-
ever, the companyrealised that major disasters
(a water supply failure, or the area of the city
being cordoned off because of a terrorist siege,
for example) could disrupt both data centres, so
it has decided to develop another data centre 65
kilometres away from the main site. The new
centre will comprise 3,150 square metres, of
which 790 square metres will be used as a
computer hall. The computer hall will house
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only processors and disc drives; tape drives,
printers, etc will be housed elsewhere in the
data centre.
Capacity planning for the new centre is being
carried out by a specialist team comprising a
manager (who has other responsibilities as
well) and five full-time staff. The planning
processis broadly as follows:

♥ Users are given their actual usage figures
and are asked to predict the likely growth in
existing applications.

♥ Systems development staff provide forecasts
of the processing loads and storage require-
ments of new systemslikely to be developed.

♥ The capacity-planning team adds contin-
gency allowances, reviews the total demand
during peak periods, reviews the demand
for overnight work against the elapsed time
available, and forecasts the capacity require-
ments.

Experience has shown that the forecasts pro-
vided by system development staff tend to be
overestimated by about 20 per cent because of
delays in implementing new systems. The
company☂s original plan for the new site was
based on the estimated capacity requirements
up to 1990. Once the forecasts had been scaled
down to account for the usual optimism of
system development plans, it was realised that
the new building should be able to meet the ca-
pacity requirementsup to 1992.

A MAJOR CLEARING BANK
This case history concerns a major clearingbank,andillustrates the lengths to which someorganisations are prepared to go to providesecurity for their data centre. The bank oper-ates 24 data centres of varying sizes andvarying levels of security. In 1976, as part of itscomputer development programme, the bank
decided to construct a large, ultra-secure,
central data centre facility. A greenfield site
was chosen, because the bank's management
was aware that it would be exceedingly difficult
to provide the level of security required at an
existing site ♥ really good security has to be
built into the site and buildings right from the
beginning.
The design life of the facility is 30 years, from
1980 to 2010. The total complex provides 18,600
square metres of space, of which 2,200 square
metres was originally allocated for housing
computer equipment. Total investment in the
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project was about $50 million.
The complex has been designed literally as a
fortress. It is situated on the top of a hill, away
from urban development, and is approached by
a single access road. The two main computer
halls, each of 930 square metres, are buried
underground. They are in a concrete inner
shell within the main building, whose outer
wall is of two-foot-thick concrete. Below the
halls are the environment-control areas and
above and around them the office areas. The
two halls have a 30-metre gap between them and
are serviced independently for power, refrig-
eration, water, and network facilities. The
building itself is self-sufficient in water, fuel,
oil, and power, and can continue to operate forthree weeks if these services were cut off. Thebuilding is surrounded by a double perimeter
fence 50 metres away from the building, with
only one entrance beyond which no cars are
allowed to pass. This entrance is guarded 24
hours a day by security staff, and delivery
vehicles must also enter andleave throughit.
Having entered the grounds, there is a second
mannedsecurity control at the entrance to thebuilding. There is a third security control room(at the entrance to the computer area) equipped
with closed-circuit television screens, a com-puter controlled door, a foam-control panel forfire prevention, and two printers for monitor-ing information. Finally, in the main equip-ment hall, there is a control room where thestatus of cooling, heating, air conditioning,diesel generators, electrical services, oil ser-vices, water services, the fire prevention sys-tem, the lifts, and computer room water leakagecan be monitored.
In the environment-control area there are fivegenerators, a fuel-oil store, an uninterruptedpower supply room, a transformer room, a highvoltage switch room, a medium voltage switchroom, a refrigeration plant room, and a freshair vent plant room.
If all these precautions shouldfail, all the keywork can be processed at a remote backupsite.This site has sufficient processors, controllers,and disc storage to provide a minimum level of
systemsresilience.
The original design concepts have proved to besound, because the facility has been able toaccommodate the inevitable changes that occurover a period of time. For example the complexwas originally planned to house developmentstaff, but these staff have now been moved outinto the user community and their space isbeing converted into additional computer
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areas. The conversion can be done at mini-
mum cost because all the ducting for connec-
tions to the main computer halls was already in
place.
It has also proved possible to accommodate
additional equipment not foreseen when the
facility was originally planned. Some depart-
ments originally installed their own comput-
ers, but these have now been movedinto the datacentre because:
♥ Users now recognise the need to integrate

different systems.
♥ Users appreciate the need to makethe opti-
mum useofoperating expertise.

♥ Users have become more awareof the need to
provide resilient and secure data processing
facilities.

Between 1981 and 1987,the processing capacity
installed in one of the computer halls will have
increased five-fold (from 10 mips to 50 mips),
and the disc storage capacity will have
increased from 21 gigabytes to 192 gigabytes.
Overall, the floor space used in this computer
hall has doubled from 465 square metres to 930
square metres.

The constant upgrading of the equipment
installed in the computer halls requires a
continuous planning process. To help it in
planning the layout of the equipment, the bank
uses a software package that charts the
optimum layout, taking account of which equip-
ment must be adjacent, and the service
clearance areas required for each piece of
equipment. The output from this package is
produced on a plotter and takes the form of a
mapofthe computerhall.
In summary, the bank has constructed an
extremely secure data centre, and is
successfully combining the inflexibility of
building structures with the flexibility required
by the evolving requirements of the business.
The cost of providing this level of security and
degree of flexibility is, of course, enormous,
and very few organisations will be able to
justify a data centre of this scale and sophis-
tication.

A COMPUTER SERVICES
ORGANISATION
This case history concerns a computer services
organisation that still has more than half of the
space in its data centre empty after five years.
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It illustrates the need for a flexible, modular
approach. The organisation has been providing
computing services for government admin-
istration for 35 years. In 1969, it moved to a new
building, and by 1980 was using two computer
rooms (one housing the processors, and the
other housing the peripherals) totalling 560
square metres. At this stage, a new computer
room of 1,250 square metres wasbuilt alongside
the existing rooms. One difference compared
with the original roomsis that the operators and
the laser printers are located in a separate area
ofthe computer room.

Services for the new room are provided from a
separate building, known as the energy centre,
which houses:
♥ Fourdiesel generators.
♥ Halon tanksforthe fire-prevention system.

♥ Air conditioning equipment.

♥ Water supplies.

Five years after it was opened, only 40 per cent
of the floor space in the new computer room is
used. Atfirst sight, it appears that the size of the
room and its associated energy centre are the
result of significant overestimates of the ca-
pacity that would be required. However, when
the new room was planned, several possible
circumstances were identified that could
significantly increase the workload of the data
centre. For example:

♥ New governmentlegislation could require a
large increase in processing and storage
requirements.

♥ Another government data centre could be
closed down and its workload transferred to
this centre.

♥ The government might decide to offer
commercial bureau servicesto third parties.

So far these developments have not mater-
ialised, and the centre is left with substantial
unused space and has an over abundance of
environmental facilities. If a modular con-
struction approach had been adopted when build-
ing the new computer room, the spare space
could have been used for other purposes untilit
wasneededto house computer equipment.
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Appendix 2
Four-step methodology for
predicting equipment space requirements

Plans for a new data centre should be based on
a range of possible space requirements that are
then analysed to assess the risks involved in
not providing enough space to meet all of the
possible resource requirements. Butler Cox has
devised a four-step methodology for generating
the range of space requirements and carrying
out the risk analysis. This appendix sets out the
activities to be carriedout in each ofthe steps.

STEP 1: EXTRAPOLATE RECENT
TRENDS INTO THE FUTURE
The first step is to examine the trends in
processing power, data storage, telecommuni-
cations, and other equipmentover the past three
to five years, and to extrapolate them into the
future (say for the next ten years). This
calculation provides the broad general growth
pattern that would occur (the ☁steady-state☂
projection) if no significant changes occurred
in the requirements for information systems.

STEP 2: MODIFY THE PROJECTION
TO TAKE ACCOUNT OF POSSIBLE
DEVELOPMENTS
The next step is to modify the steady-stateprojection to take account of possible develop-
ments that could occur to impact significantlythe use of information technology. We haveidentified five areas that should be considered(business development plans, your industry's
use of information technology, your own infor-
mation technology strategy, the workload cre-
ated by office automation, and the growth in
current applications.
Considerable judgement will be required in es-
timating the impact of each of these areas, and
it will usually be necessary to develop opti-
mistic and pessimistic estimates, with varying
levels of certainty attached to each. Consider-
ing each of these areas minimises the chances
of overlooking a requirement that could
significantly change the amount of equipment
requiredin the data centre.
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REVIEW BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT PLANS

The organisation's business development
plans should be reviewed to ascertain if thereare any significant changes in the pipeline that
would increase the demand for information
systems. In particular, an attempt should be
made to evaluate the impact of ☁unforeseen☂
changes (new business ventures, takeovers,
closing of product lines, and so on). This will
be difficult Gf not impossible) to do, but it isunforeseen changesin the basic structure of the
organisation that cause the largest inaccur-
acies in predicting future growth of data centrefacilities. As much information as possible
should therefore be extracted from every poss-ible source in an attempt to identify as many of
the variables as possible. The more that topmanagement can be involved in this exercise,
the more likely it is that the possible variableswill be identified.
REVIEW YOUR INDUSTRY'S USE OF
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

In many cases, the use of information tech-nology by other organisations in your industrycan provide useful pointers to possible develop-ments in your organisation. You should assessthe potential effect on the data centre if your
organisation wereto follow suit.
REVIEW YOUR OWN INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY STRATEGY

In an ideal world, planning the future datacentre would follow on as a natural con-sequence of the overall information technologystrategy. Regrettably, it is often necessary toplan the data centre before the overall strategyis defined, or before it is updated to take accountof impending changes. Nevertheless, it is cru-cial to review the organisation's long-termplans (five to ten years) for using informationtechnology, and to set out the assumptions onwhichthedata centre plansare based.
System development staff are often asked toestimate the future operational workload for
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systems yet to be developed. Some capacity
planners have a natural tendency to scale
down these estimates to account for the usual
optimism of system development plans. Their
experience tells them that new systemsoften do
not become operational until sometimeafter the
date originally predicted by developmentstaff.
However, any significant improvements in
system development productivity, through the
use of modern system building tools, for
example, could mean that development time-
scales were improved and that new systems
were delivered earlier than the capacity plan-
ners had assumed.
ESTIMATE THE WORKLOAD CREATED BY
OFFICE AUTOMATION

In some organisations, the systems department
is not responsible for office automation plans.
Wherever possible, these plans should be
studied to determine the potential additional
workload at the data centre caused by the need
to interconnect various office automation fa-
cilities with each other and with mainstream
computing facilities. Even where the systems
department is responsible for office automat-
ion, it is easy to underestimate the potential
workload that will be created by office
automation. Figure 3.4 (on page 12) showedthat
the types of data more likely to be associated
with office automation (text, facsimile, video,
and so forth) require proportionally much
greater amounts of storage than conventional
data or structuredtext.
In addition, most office automation facilities
have, so far, been ☁standalone☂ within a
department. In the future, part of the data
centre's role will be to act as a control centre or
interconnection point for linking the office
automation applications of a variety of depart-
ments, and for linking office automation
systems with data processing systems. The
implications of this type of development are
explored in Neil Farmer's Position Paper
(Hybrid Information Systems), which was
published by the Foundation early in 1987.
ESTIMATE THE GROWTH IN CURRENT
APPLICATIONS

For many data centres, the growth in process-
ing power, data storage, and telecommuni-
cations traffic will be determined largely by
the growth in the current applications base.
Projections of the growth of existing appli-
cations should be sought both from the systems
staff responsible for the applications and from
user managers. It can be instructive to
compare previous growth forecasts with the
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actual growth, and to attempt to analyse the
reasons for any significant variances. By
doing this it may be possible to isolate factors
specific to your organisation that might other-
wise be ignored.

STEP3: TRANSLATE THE MODIFIED
PROJECTIONS INTO SPACE
REQUIREMENTS
At the endofthe secondstep,it will be possible to
make an informed estimate of the ranges of
computing resources that will be required in the
data centre over the next seven to ten years.
Before these resource requirements can be
translated into space requirements, it will be
necessary to make some assumptions about the
rate of technological progress, and the effect it
will have on floor-space requirements for vari-
ous types of equipment. (We provided some
generalindications in Chapter2.)
Having made the technological assumptions,
the resource requirements can then be trans-
lated into equipment requirements, and hence
into an estimate of the space required to house
the equipment. It is important to remember to
allow space for commissioning new equipment
before it is permanently installed in the data
centre. During the commissioning period, the
data centre will have to house both the new
equipmentandthe equipmentit will replace.
At this stage of the planning process, many
organisations add in an almost arbitrary
contingency allowance. A common rule-of-
thumb seemsto be to open a new data centre with
the equipment occupying between one-third and
one-half of the available space. None of the
organisations we spoke to had a rationale for
doing this, however. Nor could their planning
process distinguish between the space reserved
for expansion, and that allowed for contin-
gency.
Webelieve that a better approachis to prepare a
range of space estimates, beginning with the
space required for the certain equipment
requirements. This will provide the minimum
equipment space required in the data centre.
Further estimates should be prepared based on
varying assumptions about the possible devel-
opments identified in Step 2. An estimate
should also be madeof the likelihood of these
higher amounts ofspace being required.

STEP 4: ASSESS THE RISKS OF NOT
PROVIDING THE MAXIMUM SPACE
The data centre planner should then use the
output from Step 3 as the inputto a risk-analysis
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exercise that will provide the organisation's
business managers with information about the
risks they will take by not building in ☁spare☂
space at the beginning. For example, the plan-
ner might say "if the information centre grows
at 75 per cent a year, and not at 30 per cent as
assumed, wewill have to expand the disc area
of the data centre in 1991 at a likely cost of
$750,000; however the cost of building in the
additional space today is only $350,000." It is
then up to business management to decide
whether to take the risk of spending $350,000
now to provide space that may not be required.
In presenting this type of argument, it is
always worthwhile pointing out that the con-
struction costs of providing contingency space
is usually far lower than adding that space at a
later date.
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Sometimes, building a data centre to provide
the maximum possible space that may be
required can result initially in only a small
percentage of the space being used. Several
organisations have been prepared to accept the
considerable additional costs that the provision
of such a large amount of contingency entails
(see, for example, the computer services organ-
isation case history on page 27). Sometimes, the
additional (and initially unused) space is allo-
cated temporarily for other purposes until it is
needed for computing or telecommunications
equipment. One organisation, for example,
was using the extra space to provide third
parties with a ☁hot☂ standby facility on a com-
mercial basis. In this way, the cost of providing
the extra space was offset by revenue from the
third parties.
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